ABSTRACT

This report relates the process, experience and completion of the pesticide brochure created for ECOSLO. This report contains a detailed documentation of the project process as well as notes, sketches, renderings and a final version of the brochure created.
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Chapter One- Introduction

My senior project began with a good working relationship I already had established with ECOSLO, the environmental center of San Luis Obispo. During last summer I had an internship there designing print materials for one of their annual events, Coastal Cleanup Day. Non-profit organizations are always on the lookout for free resources to forward their cause. Since I had such a good experience during the summer and had impressed the staff there with the work I had done the summer before, we decided that I would do a senior project for them. After meeting a few times following my summer internship, it was decided that print material about household pesticide use would be designed to coincide with a grant they received to inform the public in San Luis Obispo County on the subject.

This informational brochure would be created for distribution to the general public. Thus, the Statement of Purpose is to create a brochure with emphasis on graphic elements and illustrations as well as helpful information about pesticides. ECOSLO wanted the content of the brochure to be targeted towards residents and to also have a children’s activity page so that parents and kids could discuss household chemicals and pesticides together. This would tie into the educational program facet of the grant. The brochure would contain information defining general pesticides, household pesticides and common alternatives to harmful chemical use in the home as well as a section of what to do in case of exposure to harmful chemicals. The section for the children would include a small amount of informative text and an activity that children and parents could complete together. This brochure was to be the first of several print materials in a series that would be designed and released at a later date. Statement of Objective: this brochure is designed
to serve as a useful example of a real-world application of illustration and typography skills.

Before the beginning of the project, several limitations were noted before the process began. Limitations of time and scheduling were determined to be the most constraining. The schedules of all the participating parties did not always coincide and considering the short time of a ten-week quarter given for the completion of the project, it was noted as being a major obstacle. Client expectations and communication were also noted as being a stumbling block during the duration of the project. This was because the client came to the table without a clear-cut idea of what they wanted the brochure to contain and was unsure of what it was they wanted me to complete. Communication was also an issue due to time constraints, other projects and my own unwillingness to be stickler and ask for the content on a daily basis. Cost was the last limitation to be considered. Due to the grant award, ECOSLO seemed confident that they had the resources available to print and distribute the brochure. Nevertheless, their budget would determine the paper selection and kind of printing for the final product.
Chapter Two- Research

After initial talks of what the client needed and about the content to be including, the first step was to find inspirational material. There were many brochures that ECO-SLO had already collected, some they had produced in the past. Most of these brochures lacked color, images, vibrancy, readability and were heavy on text. For this reason, we decided that the brochure that I was to create would feature full color and illustrations to set it apart from most of the other informational brochures available. We explored several size options and discussed printing methods. If it were printed at 8.5 x 14”, it would be larger than most brochures and stand out visually. This is especially important since it will have to compete with many other informational materials where it will be distributed. (This was entirely evident in the review of other brochures that were heavy on information and were lacking in visual appeal). During the research process, I also visited several of my favorite design websites such as thedieline.com and looked through several issues of Communication Arts magazine to gain inspiration.

Inspiration was first gained by a review of the work done in the past for ECOSLO and illustrations done during the duration of my internship. The client wanted the brochure to not only contain pertinent information but to also link the content and the design to San Luis Obispo County since the audience would be its residents. Observing the iconic landscape and reflecting upon the picturesque setting of San Luis Obispo County as a means to link the brochure to the area gained inspiration for the style of the brochure and its illustration content.
Chapter Three- Procedures and Result

We decided that the copy of the brochure was to be split up into several sections. Each section would be given a corresponding symbol instead of a large illustration that would crowd text and limit legibility. The four main sections were the kitchen, the bathroom, the garden and exposure. The first three focused mostly on cleaning and gave alternatives to harsh and harmful chemicals. The exposure section dealt with how to detect exposure to chemicals. Inspiration was gained for these symbols through the written content, but also by the help of classmates in the senior project class through their helpful feedback and advice.

Format

ECOSLO wanted the brochure to be designed to target both adults and children so that the content would be discussed within the family. The information in the brochure is applicable to those living in both houses and apartments and can be utilized by all demographics. The brochure is intended for distribution at non-profit locations, community events, special presentations and tabling events such as Farmer’s Market. The brochure may also be mailed to members of non-profit organizations along with newsletters as well as the general public.

Illustrations (please see Visuals chapter for examples)

Because the client wanted the brochure to be distinguishable and stand out amidst other informational print materials, I designed it to be larger than most, at 8.5” x 14”. At this
size, there would be eight panels, four on each side when unfolded. Six of these panels would be devoted to the content for the adults and two would be for the content intended for children. The first panel would be the front of the brochure and features an illustrated view of Bishop Peak, iconic to San Luis Obispo. The order of the content of the brochure changed several times during the project process. There were issues of readability and order as well as folding to be considered during several revisions. The sections remain the same as they were initially written, but the order has changed slightly over time and the manner in which the brochure folds and opens has also changed. The ECOSLO brochure has two sides. The first side is intended for and older audience and features information about the definition of pesticides, the use of pesticides and chemicals outside and alternatives to using harsh chemicals in cleaning. This latter section is separated into two parts: the kitchen and the bathroom. The cleaning section carries over to the other side of the brochure as well as a section about pesticide exposure. On this side, one panel is intended for adult readers, while two panels feature a puzzle for children. The remaining panel on the second side is actually the cover of the brochure when folded. The children’s section features a small explanatory paragraph and a simple crossword puzzle.

I made many lists were made to explore several directions that the design could take and to help to determine the content of illustrations. Following the making of lists, I made several sketches to develop the caterpillar character to be featured in the children’s section. A character would make this section more friendly and appealing. However, upon receiving the copy, the children’s section had to be downsized to be able to fit all the content onto the prescribed brochure size.

While developing the character that I came to name “Oscar”, I was also working on
developing a name for the program that was being developed for this brochure to feature. There was already an existing name, but the client wanted it updated and to be more catchy. We decided to try the acronym L.E.E.P., that stands for Local Educational Environmental Program. ECOSLO was receptive to this acronym because its spelling and sound closely resembled the word “leap”, which could aid in making the program name more recognizable and easy to remember.

Further illustrations were made for the cover of the brochure as well as the inside. Initially, the brochure was designed so that the text was to overlay on the illustrations. It was later decided that the brochure would feature illustrative icons to identify each section instead of larger illustrations. This would make the text more legible and save space. The full-bleed illustration would still be used on the cover of the brochure. Using the initial sketches, the artwork was outlined in black pen, scanned into the computer and colored digitally with the aid of tablet. The same process was done for the icons that were developed later as well as the illustrations featured in the children’s section.

**Layout and Typography**

Initially, the layout chosen was different from the order previously described. After careful review from the client, the order of the text and illustrations was changed to create better flow and present more cohesive ideas in a logical order. For the body copy, Bell MT typestyle was chosen due to its superior legibility and ability to fit into small columns. The typeface Alor Narrow was chosen for the titles of each section as well as the cover of the brochure because of its playful and whimsical appearance. Alor Narrow
would add to the attractiveness of the brochure. Throughout the body copy, section titles were bolded for emphasis within the Bell MT family.

Following the layout and typography, and several after revisions (to check for legibility, spelling errors and cohesiveness) the final brochure was ready to print. The client specified that the brochure should be printed on plain fiber paper so as not to distract from the text. The printer recommended for this project was Poor Richard’s Press on account of the good working relationship between them and ECOSLO. Plus, Poor Richard’s Press also uses soy-based inks and recycled paper, which adds to ECOSLO leading by example. The initial run would be small, intended to be the first release of the brochure. Several runs may follow pending on how well the brochure is received.
Chapter Four- Summary and Recommendations

Over the course of eight weeks, a full color brochure was created for the use of ECOSLO and other local environmental agencies as a means to educate the public on pesticide and chemical use in a domestic setting. The process demanded my skills, of illustration, working with typography and layout, negotiating with the client, printer and classmates.

During the course of this project I learned more about layout and applying information to a media that can be easily understood by the general public. This process was especially rewarding because of my support of ECOSLO and the knowledge that what I helped create may do a small part in preventing pesticide abuse and pollution. In such hard economic times, design done for free is especially appreciated by non profits and helps to build relationships between designers and clients that can be applied to the working world later. I have also learned that working for non-profits can open other doors for further work with other organizations or businesses.

As in any project experience, there were slight speed bumps in the process. The most problematic component encountered was client communication. Understandably, ECOSLO is a busy organization with many other projects that they are working on. It was difficult to receive the text in a timely manner from the client despite regular communications. It was also difficult to figure out exactly what the client wanted to see because they themselves did not know. I also recommended maintaining tighter communication with the client in the future, and to utilize not only email but phone calls as well. I recommend further research to gather examples that could be presented to the client to help determine a direction for the project.
Chapter 5- Visuals

Oscar concept sketch and development

Icon sketches for garden and kitchen sections
Scenery sketches and line art
What is a pesticide? A pesticide is any substance or mixture of substances intended to prevent, destroy, repel, or mitigate any pest. Pesticides are classified as restricted use or general use. Restricted use pesticides are classified as General Use Pesticides and anyone applying them according to their label directions. General Use Pesticides are classified as Limited Use Pesticides and anyone applying them according to their label directions.

Types of pesticides

Many types of pesticides are available to control pests. Some such as fungicides (fungi) are nonspecific. They control a wide variety of pests such as insects, weeds, nematodes, and fungi in the application area. For example, a aerosol bomb will kill all insects in the room in which it is applied. Other pesticides are very specific, in that they may eliminate a pest only at a certain stage of its development or control only specific types of pests. For example, ovicides kill only the eggs of insects and will not harm the adult insects. Ants, termites, or fire ants are attacked and eliminated by termiticides, insecticides, and rodenticides (rodents). The three types of exposure to pesticides are dermal, inhalation, and ingestion. Dermal exposure is the most common type of pesticide exposure. Inhalation occurs least frequently with careful application but exposure does occur when users smoke, drink or breathe around pesticides or forget to wash after use. Even though hands and forearms are most subject to exposure, other parts of the body (eyes, abdomen, groin) also receive pesticide more quickly. The eyes and skin can be seriously damaged by the corrosive effects of many chemicals.

Pesticides in the Garden

According to the Environmental Protection Agency, 100 million pounds of active ingredients from herbicides, insecticides, miticides, and fungicides were applied in the United States in 2001. This amount generated by homeowner use only is the final amount. If application of pesticides by professionals was included, the number would increase dramatically.

Common household pesticides

1. Cockroach sprays and baits
2. Ant repellents to repel ants and other insects
3. Insect repellents to repel mosquitoes and other biting insects
4. Flea and tick sprays, powders and pet collars
5. Kitchen, laundry, and bath disinfectants
6. Sanitizers
7. Products that kill mold and mildew
8. Some anti-pest products
9. Some soil amendment products
10. Gardening tools

Pesticide Resistance

There is a potential for pesticide resistance associated with the use of many low-risk products. Pesticide resistance is related to the genetics of the pest and occurs when a pesticide product no longer has a negative effect on a pest. Many low-risk pesticides are prone to the development of pesticide resistance because they target a single mechanism in the pest, which can be overcome by a single mutation in the genes of the pest. Pesticide resistance occurs when a mechanism is no longer susceptible to the pesticide product. A simple example of how the development of resistance in a pest can result in the development of resistance in a pest is when a homogenous synthetic agricultural application of a fungicide that allows for population to escape from the fungicides that in some individuals within the fungal population may possess a variation that allows them to escape from the single fungicide. Consistent applications of the fungicide to eliminate those that are not resistant. As the resistant fungi continue to reproduce, a larger and larger percentage of the fungal population is resistant to the fungicide and the pest problem worsens.

The Bathroom

Air Fresheners

Commercial fresheners work by masking smells, creating visual passages and dissolving odors. However, fresheners do not eliminate odors. Instead, find sources of odors and eliminate them. Keep houses and toilets clean and well-ventilated and grow lots of house plants.

Commonly encountered abiotic problems that may be mistaken for pest problems include chemical injury from herbicide drift, nutrient problems, and an assortment of environmental stress factors and cultural problems. When confronted with declining plants, determine what abiotic factors, such as drought, poor soil conditions, mechanical injury poor planting or chemical injury, might be involved. If you are considering a pesticide application in the home landscape, remember that pesticides should be the last line of defense and should not be used only when alternatives approach cannot reduce the problem to an acceptable level. Be aware that there are no “all purpose” pesticides. One fungicide may not control all fungi, a single herbicide will not control all weeds, and an insecticide or miticide will not control all insects and mites.

Consider other factors to improve the health of your soil and plants for example, compost in your garden will improve the health of your soil. More nutrients will be available for your plants and in turn create stronger, healthier and more pest-resistant plants. If you don’t have a compost bin set up, Ezochlo has workshops and information on how to get started with a compost bin or worm bin. Your local master gardeners can also be reached by phone to help you with questions regarding your garden.

Alternatives in Cleaning

Commonly encountered abiotic problems that may be mistaken for pest problems include chemical injury from herbicide drift, nutrient problems, and an assortment of environmental stress factors and cultural problems. When confronted with declining plants, determine what abiotic factors, such as drought, poor soil conditions, mechanical injury poor planting or chemical injury, might be involved. If you are considering a pesticide application in the home landscape, remember that pesticides should be the last line of defense and should not be used only when alternatives approach cannot reduce the problem to an acceptable level. Be aware that there are no “all purpose” pesticides. One fungicide may not control all fungi, a single herbicide will not control all weeds, and an insecticide or miticide will not control all insects and mites.

Consider other factors to improve the health of your soil and plants for example, compost in your garden will improve the health of your soil. More nutrients will be available for your plants and in turn create stronger, healthier and more pest-resistant plants. If you don’t have a compost bin set up, Ezochlo has workshops and information on how to get started with a compost bin or worm bin. Your local master gardeners can also be reached by phone to help you with questions regarding your garden.

EcoSlo has compost workshops and information on UC IPM Statewide program http://www.ipm.ucdavis.edu/ EcoSlo has compost workshops and information on UC IPM Statewide program. Consider other factors to improve the health of your soil and plants, for example, using compost in your garden will improve the health of your soil. More nutrients will be available for your plants and in turn create stronger, healthier and more pest-resistant plants. If you don’t have a compost bin set up, Ezochlo has workshops and information on how to get started with a compost bin or worm bin. Your local master gardeners can also be reached by phone to help you with questions regarding your garden.

Let’s learn together

There are three types of exposure to pesticides: dermal, inhalation, and ingestion. Dermal exposure is the most common type of pesticide exposure. Inhalation occurs least frequently with careful application but exposure does occur when users smoke, drink or breathe around pesticides or forget to wash after use. Even though hands and forearms are most subject to exposure, other parts of the body (eyes, abdomen, groin) also receive pesticide more quickly. The eyes and skin can be seriously damaged by the corrosive effects of many chemicals.

Learn more at

Hi! My name is Oscar! I’m a caterpillar. This ismy friend Teenie the ladybug. Let’s learn together and have fun!

KIDS!

Harmful chemicals are sometimes used to clean or to get rid of unwanted creatures such as bugs or rats. These chemicals can be dangerous to people, plants and animals. It’s important to keep our homes clean and safe from harmful pestes. It’s also important to use chemicals that do not hurt the environment. Explore this brochure with your parent or guardian to learn how important being careful about bad chemicals and the environment really is!

word bank

bleach insect mold roach bug fungus flea lawn poison tick pest

Clean up these words that deal with pesticides and harmful chemicals in the word bank. They can be across, diagonal, down and even backwards!